
Pairing Wine and Chocolate 
The right combination of wine and chocolate can warm the soul and delight the 
senses!  But how do you select the right combination?  Most importantly, the 
“right” combination is the one that you enjoy.  Don’t fret about so-called “rules,” or 
if you don’t like someone else’s favorite pairing.  Enjoy the exploration.  But if you 
are just starting out – or looking for a suggestion, the following tips may help.  
 
Guidelines 
 Match the sweetness, the intensity of flavor or the color of the two.  Sweeter 

wines will usually taste better with sweeter chocolate.  Dark red wines can 
be ideal for dark chocolate.  

 If sampling more than one pairing, taste from light to dark.  Start with a milk 
chocolate/ruby port combination, for example, and then move to a dark 
chocolate/merlot pairing.  

 
 

 

53% Mountain Milk  
This is BMC’s sweetest chocolate, although it still contains a 
strong 53% cacao punch.  Goat milk adds a piquant note to the 
flavor profile.  Pair our Mountain Milk bar with a softer red wine, a 
Muscadine or Scuppernong, a spicy Riesling or, ideally, a ruby 
port.  A Muscat or semi-sweet sparkling wine can also create a 
magic moment. 
 

 

70% with Sea Salt  
The Celtic Sea Salt in this bar tones down the sweetness and 
adds a savory contrast to the dark chocolate.  Sample the Sea 
Salt bar with a rich or flavorful wine, like a Pinot Noir, a 
Gewürztraminer, a Cabernet Franc, or better still, a good tawny 
port. 
 

 

70% Dominican 
Naked Dominican cacao shines through in this bar: bright and 
almost fruit-like.  This bar pairs well with a similarly fruity 
wine.  Try a Cabernet Sauvignon, a Shiraz, a Viognier or a red 
Muscadine.  Cognac also makes a memorable partner 
 

 

70% with Cocoa Nibs 
This is our most intense chocolate: the unsweetened nibs add a 
bold cocoa flavor.  This bar will stand up to strong wines, like a 
Zinfandel or perhaps a Chambourcin.  The Nibs bar also makes a 
worthy companion for a vintage port. 

 
 

 
www.blackmountainchocolate.com 
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